Additional Affiliation(s) {#S1}
=========================

In the published article, there was an error regarding the affiliation **\[6\]** for **Federica Banche Niclot**. As well as having affiliation **\[3\]**, they should also have **\[6\]**. The authors apologize for this error and state that this does not change the scientific conclusions of the article in any way.

Addition of an Author {#S2}
=====================

**\[Danilo Demarchi\]** was not included as an author in the published article. The authors apologize for this error and state that this does not change the scientific conclusions of the article in any way.

Missing Citation {#S3}
================

In the original article, **Corradetti et al. ([@B1])** was not cited in the article. The citation has now been inserted in **\[Introduction\]** and should read:

**Therapeutically active MSC have been demonstrated to take part in the inflammatory cascade and contribute to tissue homeostasis by releasing trophic factors that act as anti-inflammatory immune modulators (Corradetti** et al.**, 2012, 2014, 2016; Lange-Consiglio** et al.**, 2016; Perrini** et al.**, 2016). Their beneficial potential can be altered or improved through the exposure to bioactive molecules and the development of a naturally inspired bioactive material able to support and retain such capability in the context of injury or damage is still much needed (Willerth and Sakiyama-Elbert, 2008).**
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